KUFPEC Canada tours Apache Field

KUFPEC Canada delegation consisting of the landman Mr. Nathan Biluk and Sr. Finance and Tax Officer Mr. Harold Woo toured on 30 August 2016 the Apache operated 7 well pad, one of KUFPEC Canada’s working interest. After the tour both Mr. Biluk and Mr. Woo paid a visit to the associated station, K3 SemCam’s gas plant and Secure Energy facilities.

KOC Thursday Talk

KUFPEC Quality Assurance department hosts KOC Thursday Talk

KUFPEC Quality Assurance department organized KOC Thursday Talk on 6 October 2016 at Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
Auditorium in KUFPEC H.O. Mr. Najeeb A. Abdullah Snr. Petroleum Engineer from Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) delivered a talk on the subject entitled “Blue Ocean Strategy”. During his presentation, Dr. Najeeb highlighted that “Blue Ocean strategy is about unlocking new market space and capturing new demand via value innovation”. The event was concluded by thank you remarks extended by Quality Assurance Department manager Mr. Dawood Abdul Jaleel who presented a token of appreciation to the speaker.

KUFPEC Indonesia Inaugurates Development House of Art & Culture

KUFPEC and its partners are firmly committed to the development of the local communities and the preservation of the environment in countries where KUFPEC is present. Through our Natuna Sea Block A, one of Indonesia’s major gas producing assets, our operator Premier Oil, and partners PERTAMINA, PTTP, and Petronas along with KUFPEC successfully contributed to the Development House of Art & Culture program in Tarempa Island in Indonesia. Inaugurated on 5 October 2016 in Tarempa Island, the groundbreaking ceremony was attended by KUFPEC Representative Mr. Abdulaziz Al-Mousawi, along with representatives from Premier Oil and Tarempa Island government representatives. Such significant projects, like the Development House of Art & Culture, positively develops people and their communities; further inspiring KUFPEC and its partners to continue its annual commitment in supporting urgently needed social and environmental projects that improves the communities and it’s current and future generations to come.

KUFPEC CEO visits Australia

KUFPEC CEO visits Australia’s Wheatstone LNG Project

A high level KUFPEC Head Office delegation headed by the Chief Executive Officer Shaikh Nawaf S. Al-Sabah in addition to
our partners represented by their Senior management from PE WHEATSTONE, Woodside, Chevron, Kyushu toured the Wheatstone Project and facilities operated by Chevron in Australia on 18 October 2016. The fruitful visit provided an overview of the Wheatstone Project activities and were presented to witness the progress following the last years site visit. The KUFPEC H.O. delegation consisted of KUFPEC CEO, Mr. Ayad Al-Kandari, Mr. AbdulAziz Al-Osaimai and Mr. Khaled Al-Mulla.

Commercial Department hosted a team of Directors from Ernst & Young on Tuesday, October 25, 2016, at our Head Office-Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah Auditorium; who presented an introduction/awareness on VAT in the GCC.

Their presentation shed light on the impact that VAT will have on a business and personal level, as well as the effect and challenges on petroleum companies in the future prospects. EY have also elaborated on Kuwait Government officials have confirmed that the target date for VAT introduction is January 2018 with a %5 rate for most goods and services.

The event started with a warm welcome and was followed by a HSE moment. It was then concluded with a brief thank you by our CEO, Shaikh Nawaf S. Al-Sabah who thanked the EY Team for their in depth presentation.
The Gift of Life: KUFPEC Blood Donation Campaign

KUFPEC organized a blood donation campaign at Head Office under the Theme “The Gift of Life”

KUFPEC on 31 October 2016 organized a blood donation campaign at Head Office under the Theme “The Gift of Life” in cooperation with Kuwait Oil Company- Al- Ahmadi Hospital and Central Blood Bank of Kuwait. Many KUFPEC employees proudly donated blood during the campaign in a clear testament of their humanitarian values as productive and caring members in their community. During the campaign, employees had the opportunity to have Flu Shots and medical examinations concerning their health and well-being fitness, while enjoying various exhibition from several supply companies. Flu Shot station was facilitated By Dr. Entisar of KOC Al-Ahmadi Hospital. Additionally, all employees and management were attended a seminar on Blood Diseases presented by Dr. Rana Al AbdulRazzak.